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Zoey Gu hurriedly went to pick it up, and the pieces of the porcelain bowl pierced into
the belly of his finger, and blood flowed out all at once.

She was startled for a moment, then suddenly lost what was in her hand, stood up
regardless, turned her head and left.

After not taking a few steps, Mr. Fu’s cool voice suddenly sounded behind him.

“Want to find him, right?”

“Don’t waste your energy. Liam Lu cannot be in the hospital at this time.”

Mr. Fu saw through Zoey Gu’s thoughts and squinted at her back, speaking more and
more coldly and mockingly.

“I’ve seen it a long time ago. You and him are not husband and wife. People in the entire
Qingcheng circle knew that he was Anna Yun’s man a few years ago. You go out to look
for him at this time, purely insulting yourself.”

“Or do you think that you and him will really have good results?”

A few words of understatement slapped Zoey Gu’s face like a slap, digging out all her
humbleness and embarrassment, and slamming them on her face.

She fell silent and blushed inexplicably.

Mr. Fu laughed with satisfaction when he saw her like this.

“Since it is neither, you are not the first to rush to him.”

Zoey Gu didn’t even eat dinner, so she got up and went upstairs.

Before leaving, Mr. Fu, who had always been unclear about his attitude, suddenly spoke
and reminded Zoey Gu in a warning manner.

“Don’t forget my rules here. I will stay with you, and I will take care of you. During this
period, unless I agree, you must never leave the Fu family. Otherwise, all my treatments
for you will be void.”

Zoey Gu didn’t even explore the reason why he was so tough all of a sudden. He was
full of brains back and forth, all about seeing the dead brother and Liam Lu in the
afternoon.

Turning off the light, she leaned against the bed with her mobile phone, trying to call
Liam Lu.



Over and over again, there was a mechanical female voice reminding to shut down.

She turned off the call page a little frustrated.

In the next second, the line of sight glanced over the date on the phone inadvertently.

Fifteenth.

Fifteenth? !

Shiyue said that this date is the day when Liam Lu gets sick every month.

Injuries, car accidents, plus the pain thousands of times when he fell ill, Zoey Gu really
couldn’t imagine how that man would get through.

The more she thought about it, the more anxious she became, knowing that she should
be just like Mr. Fu said, not caring.

But she just can’t control it.

After weighing it up, she hesitated, gritted her teeth and sent a message to Liam Lu.

“Are you okay? The wound on your arm needs to be treated in time. If you don’t have a
place to go, you can come…Fu’s house.”

After sending the message, she turned her head and looked at the heavy night outside
the window, and smiled bitterly with her lips pulled up.

In this case, how could he come?

And she had already made up her mind to break with him completely, what is she doing
now?

Suddenly, the phone squeezed in his palm rang instantly.

Seeing the words “Logan Fu” above, Zoey Gu was startled at first, and then hurriedly
picked it up.

“Mr. Fu, has the child you helped me find news?”

Logan Fu over there immediately chuckled and hummed softly.

“The child has no news for the time being, but I found something that excites you more
than the child. Would you like to listen?”
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